
Q2:	Decision	Making	and	Relevant	Information	(17	marks)	(2	Q’s)	

Lecture	4:	Decision	Making	and	Relevant	Information	I:	

Use the 5 step decision making process to make decisions 

A decision model is a formal method for making a choice, often involving quantitative and qualitative 
analysis. 

1. Identify the problem and uncertainties 
2. Obtain information (both relevant quantitative and qualitative) 
3. Make predictions about the future for each alternative 
4. Make decisions by choosing among alternatives (evaluate financial outcomes and weight with 

relevant qualitative factors) 
5. Implement the decision, evaluate performance and lean 

Distinguish relevant from irrelevant information to make decisions 

Relevant costs are expected future costs and relevant revenues are expected future revenues that differ 
among the alternative courses of action being considered. To be relevant, costs and revenues must: 

• Occur in the future 
• Differ among the alternative courses of action 
• Avoidable- can be eliminated in whole or part by choosing one alternative over another 

Analyse and evaluate a range of firm specific choices and make appropriate decisions based on the use of 
relevant costing principles 

Decision 1: Retain or replace equipment: 

Consider all the costs and benefits of the old equipment: 

• Book value of the current (old) asset is a sunk cost and therefore irrelevant 
• Salvage value will occur if equipment is replaced and therefore relevant 
• Operating costs and benefits of old equipment will be relevant if they are different to new 

equipment 

Lecture example 1: 

Decision: Should the manager replace the old machine with a new more efficient machine? 

New machine: 
 List price          90 000 
 Annual variable expenses        80 000 
 Expected life in years         5 
Old machine: 
 Original cost          72 000 
 Remaining book value        60 000   
 Disposal value now         15 000  
 Annual variable expenses        100 000 
 Remaining life in years        5 

Sales are $200 000 per year; Fixed costs other than depreciation are $70 000 per year. Ignore the time 
value of money. 



Comparative costs and revenues for the next 5 years: 

For five years Keep old machine Purchase new machine Difference 

Revenue 1 000 000 1 000 000 - 

Variable costs (500 000) (400 000) 100 000 

Other fixed costs (350 000) (350 000) - 

Depreciation- new  (90 000) (90 000) 

Depreciation- old/write 

off 

(60 000) (60 000) - 

Disposal of old machine  15 000 15 000 

Total net profit 90 000 115 000 25 000 

   

Decision 2: Insource or outsource and activity (make or buy decisions): 

Produce a component part or product internally or purchase from an outside supplier? 

If there is an opportunity to use the productive capacity for another purpose: 

• Opportunity costs- the contribution to income that is foregone by not using a limited resource in its 
next-best alternative use, must be included in decision 

• Increase opportunity cost à decrease profit 
• Opportunity cost of excess capacity 
• Opportunity cost of constrained capacity 

Lecture example 2: 

Essex Ltd. Manufactures Part 4A that is currently used in one of its products 

The unit cost to make this part is: 

Direct materials           9 
Direct labour            5 
Variable overhead           1 
Depreciation of special equipment         3 
Supervisors salary- direct          2 
General factory overhead          10 
Total cost per unit           30 

• The special equipment used to manufacture part 4A has no resale value 
• General factory overhead is allocated on the basis of direct labour hours 
• The $30 total unit cost is based on a capacity of 20 000 parts produced each year 
• An outside supplier has offered to provide the 20 000 parts at a cost of $25 per part 
• Unused capacity cannot be used in other alternatives 

Decision: Should Essex accept the suppliers offer? 

 Cost per unit Cost of 20 000 units 



  Make Buy 

Outside purchase price 25  500 000 

Direct materials 9 180 000  

Direct labour 5 100 000  

Variable overhead 1 20 000  

Depreciation of 

equipment 

3 - 
(no resale value and is a 
sunk cost) 

 

General factory 

overhead  

10 - 
(not avoidable) 

 

Total cost $30 $340 000 $500 000 

 

Therefore, continue to make part 4A as it results in a cost saving of $160 000 

What if the specialised equipment had a resale value of $70 000? 

• $90 000 difference in favour of making still 

What if the equipment had a resale value of $70 000 and the space used to manufacture Part 4A could be 
rented for $100 000? 

• Change decision as opportunity cost of $170 000 results in a $10 000 favour of buying the part 

Decision 3: Product mix decision under constrained resources 

• CVP analysis: (SP x Q) – (VC x Q) – FC= Profit 
• In the presence of no constraints, production and sale decision is to produce: 

- Nothing when SP < VC 
An infinite amount when SP > VC 

• But what if there are constraints? – A scarce committed resource (a factor that restricts the 
production or sale of a product), e.g. floor space, raw materials, machine hours 

 

Lecture example 3: 

Steel Building Supplies- Cutting machine used at 100% of its capacity has a capacity of 2400 minutes per 
week. All other machines have excess capacity and the cutting machine is limiting production and sales 

• Problem: Constrained resource 
What is required to address the problem? Either additional capacity required or efficiency must be 
improved 

• Best solution in the short run is to focus on CM, but the highest CM per unit products may not be 
the most profitable 

• Rule: Convert to CM per unit of constraint, then rank products by highest CM per unit of constraint 

Steel Building Supplies produces two products: 



 Roofing Guttering 

Selling price per unit 60 50 

Less variable expenses per unit 36 35 

Contribution margin per unit 24 15 

Current demand per week (units) 2000  2200 

Contribution margin ratio 40% 30% 

Processing time required 1.00 min 0.50 min 

 

Calculate the contribution margin per unit of the scarce resource: 

 Roofing Guttering 

Contribution margin per unit 24 15 

Time required to produce one 

unit 

1.00 min 0.50 min 

Contribution margin per minute $24/min $30/min 

Note: If there are no other considerations, the best plan would be to produce to meet the current demand 
for guttering and then use the remaining capacity to make roofing. 

Allotting constrained resource: 

Weekly demand for guttering     2200 
Time required per unit      x 0.50 min 
Total time        1100 min 

Total time available       2400 min 
Time used to make guttering      1100 min 
Time available for roofing      1300 min 
Time required per unit      1.00 min 
Production of roofing       1300 units  

Maximum CM= 2200 x $15 + 1300 x $24= $64 200 

Lecture exercise 15-22. 

The Seashore Stand is a take-out food store at a popular beach resort. Susan Sexton, owner of the 
Seashore Stand, is deciding how much refrigerator space to devote to four different drinks. Pertinent data 
are as follows: 

 Cola Lemonade Water Orange Juice 

Selling price per case $18.75 $20.50 $14.00 $39.30 

Variable cost per case $13.75 $15.60 $10.00 $30.40 



Cases sold per metre of shelf 

space per day 

45 18 66 24 

Sexton has a maximum front shelf space of 4 metres to devote to the 4 drinks. She wants a minimum of 
0.5 metres and a maximum of 2 metres of front shelf space for each drink. 

1. Calculate the contribution margin per case of each type of drink 

 Cola Lemonade Water Orange Juice 

Selling price per case $18.75 $20.50 $14.00 $39.30 

Variable cost per case $13.75 $15.60 $10.00 $30.40 

Contribution margin per case $5.00 $4.90 $4.00 $8.90 

 

2. A co-worker of Sexton’s recommends that she maximise the shelf space devoted to those drinks with 
the highest contribution margin per case. Evaluate this recommendation 

The argument fails to recognise that shelf space is the constrained factor. There are only 4 metres of front 
shelf space to be devoted to drinks. Sexton should aim to get the highest daily contribution margin per 
metre of front shelf space. 

3. What shelf space allocation for the four drinks would you recommend for the Seashore Stand?  

 Cola Lemonade Water Orange Juice 

Contribution margin per case $5.00 $4.90 $4.00 $8.90 

Sales per metre of shelf space per 
day 

x 45 x 18 x 66 x 24 

Contribution margin per metre of 

front shelf space 

$225 $88.20 $264.00 $213.60 

 

 Metres of shelf space Daily contribution per 
metre 

Total contribution 
margin per day 

Water 2 $264 $528.00 

Cola 1 $225.00 $225 

Orange juice 0.5 $213.60 $106.80 

Lemonade 0.5 $88.20 $44.10 

Total   $903.90 

 

The maximum of 2 metres front shelf space will be devoted to water because it has the highest 
contribution margin per unit of the constraining factor. Once metre of front shelf space will be devoted to 
cola, which has the second highest contribution margin per unit of the constraining factor. No more shelf 



space can be devoted to Cola since each of the remaining two products, orange juice and lemonade, 
must be given at least 0.5 metres of front shelf space. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lecture 5: Decision Making and Relevant Information II 

Analyse and evaluate a range of firm specific choices and make appropriate decisions based on the use of 

relevant costing principles- explain the opportunity cost concept and why it is important for decision 
making  

Decision 4: Accept or reject an order for a special price 

Opportunity to obtain additional business from a specific customer at a price concession. Assumed: 

• Sales in other markets are not affected by special order 
• If affected, then lost sales (CM) included in making decision 
• Accept if incremental revenue > incremental costs 

Lecture example 1: 

• Jet Ltd receives a one-time order that is not considered part of its normal ongoing business 
• Jet Ltd makes a single product with a unit variable manufacturing cost of $7 
• Normal selling price is $20 per unit 
• A foreign distributor offers to purchase 3000 units for $10 per unit 
• Annual capacity is 10 000 units, and annual fixed costs total $48 000 



• Jet Ltd is currently producing and selling only 5000 units 

Should Jet accept the offer? 

Increase in revenue (3000 x $10)        30 000 
Increase in costs (3000 x $7)         (21 000) 
Increase in net profit           9 000 

If Jet Ltd accepts the offer, net profit will increase by $9000. 

What if there is a capacity constraint? - Introduces opportunity cost 

Lecture exercise 15-32: 

Electronics ltd is working at full production capacity producing 13 000 units of a unique product X1. 
Manufacturing costs per unit for X1 is as follows: 

Direct materials            5 
Direct manufacturing labour          1 
Manufacturing overhead          7 
Total manufacturing costs          13 

Manufacturing overhead cost per unit is based on variable cost per unit of $4 and fixed costs of $39 000 
(at full capacity of 13 000 units). Marketing cost per unit, all variable, is $2, and the selling price is $26. 

A customer, HK Ltd, has asked Electronics to produce 3500 units of X2, a modification of X1. X2 would 
require the same manufacturing process as X1. HK Ltd has offered to pay Electronics $20 for a unit of X2 
and share half the marketing cost per unit. 

	


